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One, two, Â“maryÂ” go round now,
fun Â‘til youÂ’re in the circus crowd,
some fun house, whoÂ’s aroused?
you want a little piece Â– come and get it.

someone here's got his eye on you,
some little thing's got a thing to prove,
whoÂ’s thirsty?
whoÂ’s first in line for a good-time ride?

chorus:
red queen on the dance floor,
youÂ’re the one they adore,
red queen take it, take it away.

red queen on the dance floor,
they will always want more,
red queen take it, take it away.

red queen on the dance floor
take it away, take it away, take it away.

three, four, fall to the floor now,
youÂ’re sure certain thereÂ’s no doubt,
roller coaster, teen poster,
you want a little piece Â– come and get it

some little jockey is ready to roll,

get along little doggy Â– thatÂ’s your style i know,
whoÂ’s thirsty?
whoÂ’s first in line for a good-time ride?

chorus

donÂ’t you think itÂ’s all just a little bit queer?
bring your friend if you canÂ’t take it in here.
donÂ’t you think itÂ’s all just a little bit queer?
bring your friend, bring your friend if you canÂ’t take it
in here.

said Â– one, two, Â“maryÂ” go round now,
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fun Â‘til youÂ’re in the circus crowd,
some fun house, whoÂ’s aroused?
you want a little piece Â– come and get it.

someone here's got an eye on you,
some little thing's got a thing to prove,
whoÂ’s thirsty?
whoÂ’s first in line for a good-time ride?

breakdown (wonÂ’t u dance?)

chorus
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